Medico Legal Autopsy of an Atypical Firearm Skull Inlet: A Case Report
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Abstract

Firearm injuries contribute to considerable morbidity and mortality. The ricocheting bullet is a high-velocity bullet after interacting with intermediate object. Ricocheting bullet produces a unique wound, its mechanics have been discussed from time to time. The case presented an atypical presentation of firearm entrance wound, where the entry wound situated on left temporal skull region with surrounding abrasions in addition the bullet entered the cranial cavity to cause an exit fracture defect situated on right temporal skull region with brain disruption. Our case emphasizes that forensic doctors should carefully interpret the properties of atypical firearm entry wound.

Introduction

The incidence of firearm injuries is increasing worldwide, particularly those involving the head. The head contains vital structures and the smallest movement by a penetrating missile may easily injure them. Therefore the leading cause of death will be brain injury [1]. Firearm injuries have both inlet and exit wounds that can be differentiated from each other according to their specific features that they pose on skin and bone [2].

Interesting ballistic wounds are affected by many factors e.g. magnitude of energy transferred, distance travelled by the bullet, type of bullet, and the structures encountered before and on penetration. Inflicted damage is proportional to the energy transferred from the missile to the tissues, where the bullet may have one of the following impacts: direct bullet (hit), indirect bullet (ricocheting) or a ‘falling’ bullet [1-3]. Therefore, all of these factors should be considered in any firearm wound examination to differentiate the inlet from the exit and to estimate the range of firing [4].

This study reported an atypical firearm inlet wound pattern that was observed in a distant range homicidal gunshot seen on the left temporal region with resultant brain injury.

Case Report

A 19 year old Saudi male was presented to the Forensic Medicine Center in Riyadh following a homicidal firearm injury to the left side of his head leaving a large open defect.

A body of a young person was found dead inside a car with a bleeding injury in his head. Eye witness informed the police that the car was shot by an automatic weapon from its left side from distance more than 4 m. The investigating authorities found that 27 bullets in the scene, 19 bullets hit the left side of the car, 3 penetrated the car and had direct relation to the dead body. In addition, fine, small and medium sized glass particles were found around the victim. He was a rear seat passenger and was found dead in a sitting position with a fatal firearm wound in the left side of his head. His hair and upper part of the face were soaked with blood (Figure 1).

Figure 1 The scene and the most related bullets to the deceased.
The case was referred to Riyadh Forensic Center for detailed postmortem examination. Before conducting the autopsy, the whole body x-ray scan was done to detect any lodged bullets inside body. Radio opaque foreign bodies (glass particles) in head region with no projectiles were found within the body.

On examination, worn clothes (jallabeyah, t-shirt and underpants) were heavily stained with blood in almost all aspects without any suspicious cuts or tears. The whole body was intact except for a large defect in the left temporal region where part of the scalp and underlying temporal bone were lost. Finely powdered glass particles were visualized on the skin and the hair.

On close examination of this defect, the inlet was found as an irregular wound starting from the left temporal region and extending to the frontal region, 10 cm in front of the left ear with lacerated, abraded and ragged margins-size 8 × 6 cm. These margins were not surrounded by blackening, burning or tattooing, but were surrounded by multiple irregular abrasions extending to the left parietal region (Figure 2).

Wound track was traced and was found to be directed upwards and forwards resulting in a defect in the right temporal bone 11 cm away from the midline and just in front of the right ear with a star-shaped wound in the scalp-size 2 × 1.5 cm. This defect represented the exit wound. The whole reconstructed track showed bloody red discoloured soft tissues and muscles (Figure 3).

Figure 2 The head region showing atypical inlet defect and internal beveling in the skull bone.

Figure 3 The head region showing exit defect and external beveling in the skull bone.

The inlet showed internal beveling (Figure 2) with multiple radiating fractures extended to middle cranial fossa (Figure 4) while the exit showed external beveling (Figure 3). The brain substance was severely lacerated and disrupted. This traumatic brain injury due to fatal gunshot wound to the head was reported as a cause of death in this case.

Discussion

Gunshot injuries are a major problem especially in Saudi Arabia; they affect victims seriously [5]. These injuries need accurate evaluation especially in presence of atypical presentations either in inlet or exit wounds [4].

Weapons, ammunition, mechanism of sustaining a wound and wound site on the body may alter the appearance of gunshot inlets [6]. Inflicted damage is proportional to the energy transferred to the tissues. Direct ‘hit’ impact is expected to have an entry wound that is small, with a shape and diameter of the missile whereas a ‘broadside-on’ direct ‘hit’ tends to be more ragged with an irregular pattern. These are basically high-energy transfer injuries. A ‘falling’ bullet would be low-energy transfer in nature as it is limited to the influence of gravity and its entry...
wound has any size and shape [7]. A destabilized bullet creates atypical gunshot inlet as it enters the body at an angle or sideways. It commonly occurs with bullet ricochet and bullet interacting with an intermediate target. Ricocheting bullet would have come off another object, with partial loss of energy depending on the density of the object encountered first. Ricochets will continue on a diagonal trajectory to their original trajectory with more destabilization and yawing [8].

The presented case showed an atypical gunshot inlet which is most probably caused by increasing yawing (tumbling) due to its instability after ricocheting or interacting-hitting intermediate target. These wounds are not surrounded by burning, blackening or tattooing but surrounded by shower of punctate abrasions due to fine fragments of glass. Absence of burning, blackening and tattooing could be justified by distant range of firing. Heard stated that the range of firing is difficulty estimated at distance more than 5 m due to absence of scorching, blackening and the effect of unburnt particles [9]. The punctate abrasions are mistaken for gunpowder “tattooing”, but they are usually larger, coarser and more irregular than true tattooing [10]. Moreover, Dodd and Karen stated that the usage of high power magnification at the time of autopsy could disclose the finely powdered glass particles on and in the examined skin [11]. This method could be used to differentiate true tattooing from pseudotattooing caused by glass particles.

Ongom et al. located an atypical inlet wound in the right side of the face. It was large and ragged entry without an exit. They concluded that this atypical wound could be a result of a ricocheting bullet [1].

Another case showed a large atypical inlet in the dorsum of the hand that was hit by a destabilized bullet with yawing to tumbling motion in flight. Upon impact, the bullet, with a large angle of yaw, produced rapid deceleration with great mechanical force on its structures that resulted in its fragmentation into core and jacket inducing a large atypical inlet [12].

Conclusion

When bullets deviate from their nose-on trajectory before entering the body, atypical gunshot inlets appear. These inlets may have an atypical shape with ray-like abrasions or bruises radiating from its corners. The collaboration of different forensic agencies is important in solving and/or interpreting gunshot cases and differentiating ricochet wounds from wounds caused by intermediate targets, inappropriate weapon/ammunition combinations, poor weapon construction or use of misaligned silencers [6, 13].
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